
LESSON 3 
PRINCIPLES of FLIGHT 

Aim:  To understand how and why the  Aerochute  fly‘s 



AIRFLOW 
Airflow can be represented by lines that show the direction of the airflow at any 
point. These lines are called streamlines. 
 
For example, the air flowing through the narrowing tube called a “venturi” is shown 
below. The direction the air is flowing is shown by arrows on the streamline. 



V = slower 

A=larger 

A=smaller 

V= faster 

A = cross sectional area 
 
V = Velocity 

AIRFLOW 
The Equation of Continuity 

 
An important concept to understand  is the equation of continuity. This basically states that matter 
cannot be destroyed or created, that is, the mass flow is constant.  
This means that the amount of air flowing into the venturi must equal the amount of air flowing out the 
other end. This means that  in the middle of the venturi where it is narrower, the speed of the air is 
increased to maintain a constant mass flow through the tube. This is shown as: 
 

A x V = constant  
A = the cross sectional area       V=the velocity of the air. 

 
 

Basically: The NARROWER the area the FASTER the airflow 



PRESSURE 
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Bernoulli’s Theorm 
 

The other concept to understand is called Bernoulli’s Therom which states that the total energy of the 
airflow is constant, that is, you cannot create or destroy energy.  
The total energy is made up of static energy from the pressure of the air (P) and kinetic energy from the 
velocity of the air (V). So: 

P + V = Constant  
 

This means that if the velocity increases in the airflow, the pressure reduces. Looking at the same venturi 
shown below, where the airflow speeds up through the narrow venturi, the pressure reduces. 

P = Pressure 
 
V = Velocity 

Velocity – Lower 
Pressure - Higher 

Velocity – Higher 
Pressure - Lower 

Basically: The FASTER the air, the LOWER the pressure 



THE WING 

A wing acts in the same way as the Venturi, that is 
the aiflow accelerates over the top of the wing and 
the pressure in this area is reduced. 

If we take the venturi shown previously and 
remove the top half, the airflow still speeds up as 
over the top of the “bump” as the area is 
narrower. 



LIFT  
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Pressure difference between the upper and 
lower surfaces produces LIFT. 

P P 

P P 

The airflow over the top of the wing is faster than the airflow under the wing. 
 

This means that the pressure on the top of the wing is lower than the pressure under the wing. 
 

This pressure difference creates an upward force called LIFT. 



Air to the rear of the wind is 
given a downward component 

LIFT  
If we look at the direction of the streamlines around the wing we see that the 
air to the rear of the wing is given a downward component. This is called 
“Downwash” 

Newton's law states that for every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. The opposite reaction to pushing the air down is the wind being 
pushed up. This is another form of Lift 

LIFT is a result of both: 
1. Downwash, and: 
2. Pressure difference. 
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DRAG 

DRAG 
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As the wind is pushed through the air it meets resistance from the air pressure. The same resistance is felt 
when you hold your hand out of a car window in the airflow. This force is called FORM DRAG and acts to 
slow the wing down. 
 
In addition, in producing  downwash and the resultant lift, the wing experiences another form of drag called 
INDUCED DRAG. 
 
The total drag is the sum of both of these components and acts to slow the wing down and oppose its 
forward motion 

Total DRAG is a result of both: 
1. Air resistance, and 
2. The production of lift. 



THE AEROCHUTE WING 
“RAM AIR” Parachute 

The air enters the front of the “cell” and is stopped. 
 
Since the airflow inside the cell is stopped it will have a higher 
pressure than the moving air outside the cell. 
 
The higher pressure inside the cell holds the parachute in its “wing” 
shape allowing it to produce lift. 

The parachute on an Aerochute is a wing.  The difference between the conventional wing and 
the ram air parachute is that the front of the parachute “wing” has been removed and the back 
of the parachute is sealed to prevent the air escaping.  



DEFINITIONS  

The following are some definitions of the terms used when describing the wing and 
aerodynamics. 
  
Chord Line = The straight line joining the leading and trailing edges of a wing 
 
Mean Camber Line  = The line joining the leading and trailing edges equidistant between the 
upper and lover surfaces 
 
Camber = Distance between the Chord and Mean Camber Line 

 

A wing with high camber has more “Curvature” than a low camber wing. Generally 
this means it will produce more lift, but also more drag. 

Leading edge 
Trailing  edge 



DEFINITIONS  

Relative Air Flow (RAF) =   The direction of the air flow that is unaffected by the wing 
             Usually shown as a 3 arrowed streamline 

Angle of Attack (α) =          The angle between the Chord Line and the Relative Air Flow 

Note that: 
 
 Lift acts perpendicular to the RAF 
 
Drag acts parallel to the RAF 

α 
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DRAG 



FACTORS AFFECTING LIFT 

There are several ways that the lift on a wing can be increased 
 

Increase the speed of the wing through the air.  
Faster air over the wing means more lift. 
 
Increase the size of the wing.  
A bigger wing will give more lift. 
 
Increase the  air density.  
More dense air will give more lift. 
This means that the lift produced on a cold day will be more than on a hot day because cold 
air is more dense than warm air. 
It also means that lift produced at lower altitudes will be more because the air density 
decreases as height increases. 
   
Change the wing shape.  
A wing with more camber will generate more lift. 
 
Increase the Angle of Attack.  
Increasing the angle of attack of a wing will increase the lift but only up to the point where 
the wing stalls! 



THE STALL 

Increasing α  

LIFT increases as the Angle of Attack (α) increases. If the α increases too far the air cannot 
remain attached to the top of the wing, breaks away and becomes turbulent. When this 
happened the wing experiences a rapid loss of lift and large increase in drag.  

This point is called the STALL 
 

 
 
 

The STALL is caused by the Angle of Attack being too high 

STALL 



We have seen how the lift of a wing can be changes but how can we change the lift 
in an Aerochute? 

 
Increase the speed?  
This is not really an option in the Aerochute as the Aerochute fly's at a relatively constant speed. 
 
Change in the air density 
Air is more dense on cool days and at low altitudes. This means that: 
    
Flying on a hot day gives less lift, a longer take-off run (up to 80%) and a lower climb rate. 
    
Flying at higher altitude gives less lift, a longer take-off run (up to 80%) and a lower climb rate. 
 
Change the wing shape 
More camber gives more lift.  In the Aerochute we can increase the camber by applying “Flap” 
with the toggles. 
 
 
Change the angle of attack 
Achieved by changing the number of shackles on the trailing edge lines 
 
 

LIFT IN THE AEROCHUTE  



Flare increases the lift and also increases the Drag 

FLAP 

Pulling the toggle increases 
the camber of the wing. 

In the Aerochute if we pull on the toggles we apply flap and change the shape of the wing, just 
as fixed wing aircraft do by selecting the flaps on a control in the cockpit. In an Aerochute this is 
called “Flare” 

Applying too much Flare can stall the wing however, in the Aerochute 
the amount of flare is limited by the ring stops to avoid stalling. 



THE SHACKLES 

Removing a shackle on the training edge line reduces the effective length of the trailing edge 
lines and increases the angle of attack, thus increasing lift. 

The shackle is removed when the cockpit weight is over 120Kg (dual configuration) 

“1 person 2 shackles” 
“2 people 1 shackle” 

The shackles changing the angle of attack of the ram 
air parachute. This changes the lift produced. 

WARNING: Shackles are only to be added to the trailing edge lines. Adding a shackle 
to the leading edge lines increases the angle of attack and could stall the wing. 



THE PROPELLER 

If you look at the propeller from the end we can see 
that it is a wing shape. 
 
The difference between the propeller and the Ram 
Air Parachute is that the propeller is rotate by the 
engine to create the airflow over the “wing” to 
produce lift.  
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DRAG 

As well as lift, the propeller also produces drag. Drag acts to slow the 
propellers motion and limits the maximum RPM that the engine can 
achieve. In the case of the propeller, the lift is called THRUST and gives 
forward motion.  
 
The thrust produced can be increased by: 
• Increasing the RPM, thus increasing the speed of the airflow over 

the propeller, and 
• Fitting a bigger propeller. 
• Fitting a more efficiently shaped propeller. 



THE PROPELLER  
Note that the tip of the prop travels faster 
than the inner section, hence the tip has 
faster airflow over it and produces more lift. 
 
If the propeller was  a uniform section the lift 
would be greatest towards the tip. This is 
inefficient as we want as near to constant lift 
from all sections along the propeller. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To help achieve constant lift for the changing 
propeller speed,  the propeller is “twisted “ 
over its length so that the  angle of attack 
reduces towards the tip. This is called 
washout. 
 
Also, the chord is longer near the hub to 
increase lift over the inner section.  
 



THE PROPELLER  

The angle of attach, or pitch, of the Ivoprop propeller can be adjusted by turning the camshaft at the hub of 
the propeller. Increasing the “pitch” of the propeller increases its angle of attack and increases the drag, thus 
limiting the maximum RPM. The pitch is adjusted so that the maximum RPM obtained equates to the 
maximum power output of the Rotax engine. 



The 4 Forces 

LIFT 
Lift acts perpendicular to the relative air flow and 
acts through the parachute.  

Drag 
Drag acts parallel to the relative air flow and acts to 
slow the Aerochute. Most of the drag is from the 
parachute and acts mostly through the parachute. 

Thrust  
Thrust from the propeller pulls the Aerochute 
forward and acts parallel to the fore-aft axis of the 
cockpit. 

Weight 
The total weight of the Aerochute in concentrated 
in the cockpit and always acts vertically down. 

LIFT 

THRUST 

DRAG 

WEIGHT 

There are 4 forces to consider in flight. They are: 



The 4 Forces 

If LIFT is more than WEIGHT– the Aerochute will climb 
 
If WEIGHT is more than LIFT - The Aerochute will 
descend. 
 
If WEIGHT equals LIFT– the Aerochute fly's level.  

If THRUST equals DRAG – the Aerochute fly’s at a 
constant speed. 
 
If DRAG is more than THRUST – the Aerochute will 
decelerate. 

IF ALL OF THE FORCES BALANCE WE HAVE STEADY FLIGHT 

LIFT 

THRUST 

DRAG 

WEIGHT 



PITCHING MOMENTS 

LIFT 

WEIGHT 

THRUST 

DRAG 

Increasing the thrust  pitches the nose up due to 
the Thrust-Drag couple . 
 
Decreasing the thrust lowers the nose 

WEIGHT 

LIFT 

DRAG 

An object rotates about its centre of gravity, that is, where most if its mass is located. In the Aerochute this is 
the cockpit. If the Aerochute pitches up or down, it rotates around the centre of gravity, that is, the cockpit. 



TURNING  

In level flight the vertical component of lift 
balances the weight and the Aerochute 
fly’s at a constant height (level). 
 
Toggle is used to turn the Aerochute  
 
Applying toggle to one side increases the 
drag on that side and the Parachute turns 
in that direction 

Weight 

Lift 



TURNING  

Weight 

Lift 

Lift always acts through the top  of the 
parachute. 
 
In a turn, the amount of LIFT in the vertical 
plane to balance the weight is less. 
 
 
If nothing else is done the Aerochute will 
descend in a turn. 
 

Vertical component less than weight 



TURNING  
Lift increased 

to balance 
weight 

Centrifugal 
Force 

Load 

To maintain level in a turn the lift must be 
increased to balance the weight. 
 
This is done by increasing the power and/or 
applying  flare. 
 
In a turn there is a Centrifugal force pulling the 
aircraft too the outside of the turn. This increases 
the “apparent  weight” or “load” of the 
Aerochute. This is the same as the increased “G” 
force felt in conventional aircraft. 

Note: The load acts down thru the seat of the Aerochute (things don’t roll off the seat in a turn!) 

Weight 



CLIMBING 
LEVEL FLIGHT 
 
We saw earlier that if all the 4 forces balance we 
fly level at a constant speed. 

CLIMB  
 
If the power is increased, the thrust increases and nose pitches up 
due to the pitching moment. 
This has 2 effects: 
 1. The Vertical Component of thrust adds to the lift, and 
 2. There is a small increase in AoA which increases lift 

LIFT is now greater than weight and the Aerochute climbs 
 

LIFT 

THRUST 

WEIGHT 

DRAG 

WEIGHT 

LIFT 

THRUST 

Flight Path 

The more thrust available = greater the rate of climb (i.e. more RPM or use a bigger engine) 
25% Flare also increases the lift for a better climb rate 



DESCENDING 
DESCENT 
 
If power is reduced the nose pitches down due to the thrust-drag 
pitching moment. 
 
Less thrust is now there to assist lift and small reduction in the AoA 
also reduces lift. 
 
The Aerochute now Descends. 

DRAG 

WEIGHT 

LIFT 

THRUST 

Flight Path 

LEVEL FLIGHT 
 

All forces balance in level flight 

WEIGHT 



GLIDING 
GLIDING 
When gliding with the engine at idle or turned off, no thrust is produced. 
Aerochute descends as in a powered descent but note from the diagram: 
 
 1.  There is a component of weight opposing the lift. 
 2. There is a component of weight opposing the  drag. 
 
More weight  in the cockpit means more to oppose the drag. Hence, a 
heavier Aerochute will glide a little bit faster! 
 

WEIGHT 

POWERED DESCENT 

Weight 
opposing Lift 

Weight 
opposing 

Drag 



TORQUE EFFECT 

The torque effect turns the Aerochute to the left. The more power, the stronger the effect. 
 
The Aerochute ‘s parachute is trimmed so that: 
 
  1. With power over 4800 rpm, the aircraft will progressively turn to the left. 
 
 2. With power less than 4800 rpm, the aircraft will progressively turn to the right. 

1.  The propeller turns 
clockwise as viewed from the 
rear. 

3. The airframe rolling to the 
left pulls on the left side 
parachute lines. 
 
This has the effect of the 
Aerochute turning to the left. 

2. Torque reaction of the 
turning propeller tries to roll  
the frame to the left. 



THE SOLO WEIGHT 

When Solo a 12Kg weight is 
placed on Keel near the 
front of the aircraft. 

The weight “pulls” the nose down, reducing the AoA and lift. 
 
To maintain level flight, more power is needed. 
 
This means that there is more thrust to overcome the drag and 
the Aerochute travels slightly faster. 

The same effect is noticed if the weight in the cockpit is more, that is, a heavier 
Aerochute will fly faster! 



Revision  

1. Is the pressure of fast moving air higher or lower than slow moving air? 
2. In flight, how does the air  pressure above a wing compare with the air pressure below a wing? 
3. What holds the ram air parachute in its wing shape? 
4. What are the 2 effects that act on a wing to produce lift? 
5. How can we increase lift in an Aerochute? 
6. What is a Stall? 
7. What causes the stall? 
8. How is the stall prevented in an Aerochute? 
9. Why is the effect if adding a shackle to the trailing edge lines? 
10. Why don’t we place an extra shackle to the leading edge lines? 
11. What are the four forces? 
12. What happens to the pitch attitude of an Aerochute when the power is increased? 
13. Will a heavy Aerochute glide faster or slower than a light Aerochute? 
14. What is the Torque Effect? 
15. What is the effect of putting a solo weight on the Aerochute? 
16. Why is the propeller appear to be “twisted” from the hub to the tip? 
17. If we enter a turn from level flight with a constant power set, what will happen to the altitude? 
18. Will a heavy Aerochute fly slower or faster than a light Aerochute. 


